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ABSTRACT 

As of late, there has seen expanding enthusiasm for creating online guide administrations utilizing Google Maps 

Application Programming Interface (API), Yahoo! Maps API, Microsoft Bing Maps API, Nokia Ovi Maps API, 

and ESRI ArcGIS API. Application designers use Maps API as a stage and consolidate spatial information from 

different sources to make new altered administrations – a popular expression normally called map "mashups". 

If the User went to unknown place and he/her  cannot able to find the route or address where the user want to 

go at that time our  application is useful where the user need to register first into our application and then login 

with his/her own credentials and the user   person can search the route  or directions which he/her do no, apart 

from this the user can search nearby hospital, hotels, restaurant’s  etc. by using our application and meanwhile 

chat to the nearby user i.e., sending and receiving messages. This is possible by using google maps api, the 

utilization of Maps API has reformed web mapping applications on the Internet. In any case, there are two 

noteworthy disadvantages in the guide "mashups”. The target of this paper is to illustrate a web mapping 

application that requires the entrance to information sources in the arrangement of a business database put 

away on a safe information server and that offers refined functionalities for the client to control the information. 

A contextual investigation of adding to an online guide administration to show several thousands of places and 

nearby hotels Eton the Internet. Initiative is introduced. Google Maps API, Google Geocoder [1], Microsoft 

SQL database, Microsoft aspx.NET, and Spry Structure for Ajax are utilized to add to this online guide 

application. This project focuses on developing an online application that's developed exploitation C# and 

ASP.NET wherever the service seeker and repair suppliers will have their profiles to grasp regarding one 

another. This internet application will increase the safety permitting the service seeker to grasp the one that 

goes to repair the matter announce by him. each services supplier and seeker can have a choice to select the 

person per the ratings and reviews that square measure announce antecedent [2]. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

The Google Maps dispatched in 2005 has upset online mapping administration applications on the World Wide 

Web. Based on Asynchronous JavaScript and XML (AJAX), another kind of customer/server cooperation was 

acquainted in Google Maps with keep up a nonstop association between the customer and the server for quick 

downloading of extra guide data. Likewise, Google additionally gives developers its broad wellsprings of code 

called the Application Programming Interface (API). The API comprises of an arrangement of information 
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structures, object classes or capacities that can be utilized by a software engineer utilizing JavaScript, PHP or 

other scripting dialect. With the present form 3, it is not required to enlist the Programming interface key to 

utilize the Google Maps. The new form underpins both conventional web programs, for example, Internet 

Explorer 7.0+, Firefox 3.0+, Safari 4+, Chrome, Android, BlackBerry, and Dolfin and in addition web 

programs, for example, the Apple iPad and iPhone on cell phones. All of which having a full JavaScript 

execution.  

These elements make Google Maps JavaScript Programming interface the most regularly utilized Maps API for 

internet mapping. Different Maps APIs are additionally accessible for internet mapping, counting Yahoo! Maps 

API, Microsoft Bing Maps API, Nokia OviMaps API, and ESRI ArcGIS API [3]. As of late there has seen 

expanding enthusiasm for using Google Maps API to actualize online mapping administrations, extending from 

basic applications to show only a couple purposes of hobby with data window to modern guide mashups. 

Scholefieldadded to an online guide administration for tourism of eighteenth and nineteenth century Edinburgh 

utilizing Google Map API, Oracle RDMS (Relational Database  Administration System), Microsoft SQL 

(Structured Query  Dialect), Perl, eXtensibleMarkup Language (XML),   JavaScript, Hypertext Markup 

Language (HTML), eXtensibleHTML (XHML), and Cascade Style Sheet (CSS). So also, Pejic et al. built up an 

eTourism application utilizing Google Map API to exhibit noticeable purposes of vacationer destinations. 

Bildirici and Ulugtekin shows a web mapping administration with Google Maps (API V2) mashups in which 

focuses, polylines and polygons from the information put away in Keyhole Markup Language (KML)[4], XML 

and Geodatabase configuration are overlaid with Google Maps through JavaScript code. Liu and Palenanalyze 

the utilization of Google Maps mashups in the emergency administration for nine normal catastrophes, for 

example, quakes, fires, ocean level ascent, thus on utilizing close continuous furthermore, freely accessible 

information nourishes. Hu talks about another methodology of mashups in sight and sound mapping that uses 

Google Maps API, Yahoo! Flickr API, and YouTube API to consolidate spatial information, interactive media 

data and usefulness from various sources to make the online guest guide for the Southern Illinois University 

Edwardsville grounds. Hu too utilizes Google Maps JavaScript API[5], and other JavaScript libraries, for 

example, jQuery, XML, and MarkerClusterer to create an online guide administration to show and inquiry more 

than 600 areas of the greenery enclosures from the United States Department of Agribusiness (USDA) People's 

Garden Initiative. Be that as it may, there are two noteworthy downsides in the guide "mashups". Initially, the 

application designer uses open source techniques in the readiness of spatial information, including XML 

records, Google Fusion Tables, comma-isolated qualities (CSV) documents, or Keyhole Mark-up Language 

(KML) documents. 

 The disadvantage of suchtechniques is that it took endeavours to reformat the first information and the 

information is not in its unique database that can be overhauled in ongoing. Second, outline is centredaround the 

utilization of the Maps API stage for the quick conveyance of the modified administrations or information, so 

they for the most part absence of advanced functionalities and instinctive client interfaces that can offer the 

client the ability to control the information. The target of this paper is to show a web mapping application that 

requires the entrance to live information sources in the arrangement of a business database put away on a 

protected information server and that offers advanced functionalities that permit the client to control the 

information. A contextual investigation of building up an online guide administration to show many thousands 
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greenery enclosures on the Internet Google Maps API, Google Geocoderer, Microsoft SQL database, Microsoft 

aspx.NET, and Spry Framework for Ajax are utilized to add to this online map application. It is likewise 

foreseen that the online guide application can be utilized as a part of real brands of web programs such as 

Microsoft Internet Explorer (IE) 7.0+, Google Chrome, Mozilla Firefox, and Apple Safari. you're liberal to use 

this API to insert Google's mapping technology into your computing machine. throughout this text you'll learn 

the thanks to attempt to specifically this. Specifically, you may learn the due to integrate maps into websites, 

extend the mapping feature to mark locations of interest to your computing machine users, and even show 

location-specific descriptors just by clicking on the corresponding icon. But first, for inspiration take a flash to 

envision variety of the wondrous implementations already doping up across the Web. Google Maps you've got 

the complete world at your fingertips. you'll be able to drag the map to manoeuvre from country to country, and 

use the mouse wheel to centre till you'll be able to virtually see street signs. Otherwise you will use Street read – 

the limited adult male on the left of the map – to manoeuvre on the streets of the many of the world's cities, 

because of numerous footage taken by Google and employed in Google Maps to form broad maps. 

But Google Maps isn't simply maps. The app includes different options that build it a lot of helpful, like tools to 

calculate directions between 2 points and procure a lot of data concerning any location, because of the 

employment of photos, webcams and Wikipedia articles. Google Maps may be used while not a Google account, 

however if you've got one and log in to Google, you’ll be ready to overlay further knowledge like weather data 

or traffic maps, mark your favourite places on the map, and share customized, annotated maps with family and 

friends. Google Maps could be a rattling on-line world map wherever you'll be able to notice any location, get 

directions and walk round the most vital cities within the world. 

 

FIG:  Articles Google Map for Mobile 
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Google Maps for mobile permits you to carry the facility of Google Maps in your pocket, therefore you do not 

wander off on your travels. It's not perpetually sensible to hold a map around with you to assist you get to 

wherever you’re going. If you discover yourself obtaining lost on an everyday basis, or if you are a keen soul 

then Google Maps for mobile is that the one for you. Besides giving digital urban road maps and satellite views, 

Google Maps for mobile furnishes you with a bevy of different cool options. Built on the favoured on-line app, 

Google Maps for mobile includes associate degree address search with location determination and a 

constitutional route planner. The zoom operate is arguably easier to handle than on a laptop, through clever use 

of the joystick or soft keys. If you've got GPS practicality on your phone, then Google Maps for mobile is even 

higher as a result of it will show you your current position on the screen. The search in Google Maps for mobile 

is as easy as ever and additionally permits you to seem for points of interest like cinemas, retailers or 

restaurants, though the frequency of those can vary counting on wherever within the World you are looking at. 

You’ll be able to even program your own favourites, so you ne'er ought to forget wherever that nice bar you 

visited was. The most recent version of the app currently comes with Street read, therefore you'll be able to get a 

much shut read of major cities.Provided you've got flat rate net access on your phone to hide the massive 

quantity of knowledge it downloads, Google Maps for mobile represents the right thanks to make sure you 

perpetually grasp wherever you are going. Google Maps may be a Google service providing powerful, easy 

mapping technology and local business information-including business locations, contact data, and driving 

directions. Use your device's constitutional GPS to trace your location on the map. Plot and record data 

regarding locations, import and export place marks, live distance and space, and even plot photos. You’ll be able 

to simply browse and get maps from everywhere the planet victimization the convenient in-app  Maps. With 

Google maps you may be able to move up and down the road as if you were walking on it. you'll see satellite 

views of the property and encompassing space, view a map, get directions and GPS coordinates to the property 

and even search close facilities like faculties, churches and searching centres. Google Maps’ My Maps is a web 

application that gives the creation of customized maps. Its most popular tool is that the Place mark feature, 

utilized by several individuals to make map mishaps, or maps of points of interests. to boot, Google Maps 

permits users to conjointly mark their maps with lines, and shapes, still as text, photos, and videos. 

 

II. PURPOSE 

 

This project uses the Google mechanical man platform to make associate application wherever clients needing a 

service will announce the specified service and mobile service suppliers will quickly establish the chance and 

make contact with the customer. The general idea is wherever a client would announce the specified service (i.e. 

– desires plumbing services to disengage a drain within the house, etc.) through associate innovative net 

application. A service supplier employing a good phone running Google mechanical man (for the project this 

can be associate emulator) may either through GPS or by coming into a zipper code may request to indicate all 

customers needing the service (i.e. plumbing service) in an exceedingly five mile radius. The applying can use 

Google maps to plot the client location wherever the service supplier may get additional data regarding the 

matter so with a click initiate a decision to the client and discuss the probabilities of providing the service. 
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III. RELATEDWORK 

 

3.1 Registration 

Each user should fill all the fields and obtain registered into the online application associated later he's sent an e-

mail to verify his identity. As presently as he/she clicks the link that's sent to his e-mail then he/she is redirected 

to their profile page wherever they're given access to require advantage of the appliance in step with the user 

kind. 

 

3.2 Paper Direction 

The first search you are doing can flip the window into a virtual “paper map.” you'll be able to scroll round the 

map and pore and out with the buttons on the upper left. This is often an honest thanks to see areas instead of 

specific locations. 

 

3.3 Find Locations 

Once you have got done your initial search and square measure within the zoomed in area, you'll be able to 

search that space for locations. a probe for “pizza” or “sushi” can turn up native restaurants. 

 

3.4 Directions 

If your initial search was for associate degree address, you'll be able to next enter a second address and find 

directions to and from the locations. 

At any time in your search, you'll  be able  to  switch to Satellite  read  and see aerial views.These directions 

square measure for coming up with functions solely. you will notice that construction comes, traffic, or 

alternative events might cause road conditions to differ from the map results. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

 

This project focuses on developing an online application that's developed victimization C# and ASP.NET 

wherever the service seeker and repair suppliers will have their profiles to grasp concerning one another. This 

internet application will increase the protection permitting the service seeker to grasp the one who goes to repair 

the matterdenote by him. each services supplier associated seeker can have an choice to select the person in 

keeping with the ratings and reviews that area unit denote antecedently. the most a part of the project resides on 

the transportable that has application that's developed victimization java and XML. The service supplier uses the 

applying for trailing the service seeker inside a given Zip-code that's shown on a Google Map. For displaying 

the set of service seekers and their issues this project uses a Google Map API and XML for displaying the 

content on the map. 
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